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QuarterLy Feature

From the Vice Chancellor

M.A. Massengale

Spring is a time of anticipation and hope for things
to come. Nebraskans, with their close ties to the soil,
are much aware of these feelings. As the new season
arrives, farmers face decisions on planting at a time
when demand for their products is somewhat uncertain.
At times when some people are proposing decreased production, questions are asked about
whether certain of our IANR programs should be continued. With this in mind, I think we need to remember that Nebraska farmers are in constant competition - not only with each other but also with
those in other states, other regions, and other countries. For Nebraska agriculture to remain strong and
competitive, it must be underpinned by strong research and development programs in the IANR. Agricultural operations must be efficient and we must be
in a position to take advantage of foreign markets.
This is important to all of us. Our agricultural exports
are a major factor in our balance of trade - an area

where we have had serious problems since the outset
of the energy shortage.
Further, programs of the Institute of Agriculture and
Natural Resources touch on many phases of the lives
of Nebraskans beyond production agriculture. As our
name implies, we are deeply involved in identifying
supplies of, making efficient use of, and conserving
natural resources of all types. Our research and extension programs in human nutrition; family life; textiles,
clothing and design; consumer education; rural community development and youth programs illustrate the
diversity of our activities.
Our programs in international affairs are expanding.
These activities reflect increased breadth and effectiveness in teaching and extension programs related to
the inter-dependence of Nebraska, the
and the
world in the modern food and agriculture situation.
The mutual benefits of international collaboration
have been well demonstrated by the successes of our
scientists in such fields as wheat breeding and sorghum physiology. Several major international program
grants have yielded the early advantages of new
technology for Nebraska's agriculture. We must be
aware that world population growth, while leveling
off in some areas, is going to be a major problem for
producers of food and fiber in the years ahead. Our
ability to meet future demands will depend largely on
research results not yet at hand.
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Aircraft, Agriculture
Still Go Hand-in-Wing
John l. Adams
Technol ogy takes ti me and team wo rk .
The fi rst pi loted powered ai rcraft
flew over a sandy barrier reef near
Kitty Hawk, North Caro lina, on December 17, 1903. It was a c ulminat io n of a n ancie nt id ea with the
teamwork of two brothers who were
hi gh schoo l dropouts but exce llent
bicycle mechanics. On that day 74
yea rs ago , Wilbur and Orv ill e
Wright put a 12 hp engine of their
own design into a glider and fl ew it
120 feet in 12 second s for a speed of
12 miles per hour.
Littl e more than a decade later,
the aircraft became an instrument of
war. Von Ri c hthofe n, Rickenbacker
and ot her s became lege nd ary
"aces" over the muddy trenches in
France.
It was 18 yea rs after the first powered flight when an aircraft was first
involved in agri c ulture. It happened
near Troy, Oh io, within 20 miles of
Orville Wr ight's birthplace.
J.S. Houser, entomologist at the
Ohio Experiment Station, with the
cooperat io n of Army aviat ion office rs at McCook Field at Dayton,
adapted a Curti ss JN6 aircraft.
Houser and hi s aviation expe rt
team hung a 1OO-pou nd du st ca pacity hopper on the outside of th e
pl ane's fuselage to be agitated by the
rear seat occupa nt.
The target was an outbreak of the
catalpa Sphinx (Ceratomia catalpae
Bfd .) occurring nea r Dayton .
A form of the Cata lpa Sphn ix is a
large gray moth w ith a 3-inch (7 .5
c m) wing span . The night flyer lays
eggs in masses up to a thousand and

passes through it s four stagesmoth, eggs, larva, and pupa in only a
month. The 3-inch horn worm type
larvae can co mpletely defoliate and
kill catalpa trees in a short time.
The more than 4,800 trees were
growi ng in a six acre (2.5 hal plot.
Twelve years old and 25 to 30 feet
hi gh (750-1050 cm), they had been
planted for post and pole timber.
The Army pilot, with his helper
w inding the agitator, made the first
"c rop duster" run s on August 3,
1921, using 175 pounds (79 kg) of
undiluted lead arsenate. The spruce
and wire Jenny UN6) made six runs
at 80 mph, 20 to 35 feet (6001050 m) above the trees. In more
colo rful prose than that of sc ientific
papers today, House r repo rted his
results in the Nati o nal Geographic
Ma gaz in e of Marc h, 1922 , and
aga in in the Ohio Experiment Station 's mo nthly bulletin of July-August of that year.
He claimed a 99 perce nt kill and
"every part of the grove was literally
polluted by the dead and dying larvae. Their bodi es were hanging in
eve ry co nceivab le position on the
trunks, branches, and fol iage of the
trees, fence posts, and weeds; and
they were Iyi ng in the greatest profusi o n o n the refuse of th e forest
f loo r... " Revertin g to more traditionally modest sc ienti sts' rhetori c,
he co ntinued, " Whether it will be
poss ibl e to employ thi s method for
the treatment of cotton or other low
growi ng c rop s ... remains to be
see n."
It was just another first for the
famous " Flying Jenny." It had been
the fi rst airplane used in a military
ope rat ion when General Pershing

used it in Mexico. It was the first to
fly a mail route in the U.S. and the
first airplane to fly over the Canadian
Rockies. Used as a trainer in WWI ,
more than 8,000 were manufactured
for that purpose. Thousands of
Ameri ca ns, including Lindbergh ,
lea rned to fly in a Jenny.
Agricultural aviation was off and
flying . The Russians tried aerial
spraying of liquids in 1922 and
Houser's method was used on cotton in the southeast U .S. and Texas
to the extent of 100,000 acres
(40,500 hal per year by 1927.
In 1929 California began seeding
ri ce with planes and liquid spraying
was widespread in that state in
1930.
Aerial spraying grew steadily and
took a tremendous spurt with the
advent of DDT in the mid to late 40s
when it assumed truly commercial
proportions.
Surprisingly, the aircraft manufacturers of the U .S. paid little attention to the needs of agricultural avi ation. Russia was the first to build
aircraft specifically designed for the
purpose and the U.s. did not follow
suit until well into the 1950s. Even
as late as the 1960s there was much
home rigging of sprayer nozzles and
spreaders.
There are dozens of agricultural
uses for aircraft: some are bizarresuch as the release of microorganisms , for example, Ba c illu s
thuriengiensis, for the control of pine
bagworm or distributing sterilized
males for the eradication of the
screw-worm fly . Recently, high altitude aircraft have been used (as
have satell ites) for photography, i neluding infrared and photogrammetry, to measure land use and
c rop distribution.
Hel icopters apply reflectiv e
washes to high value crops such as
fruits, nuts and vegetables, stir cold
air to prevent frost damage, and remove rain from tree-ripening fruits.
Powerfu I hel icopter " sky cranes"
selectively harvest timber.
In world use, Russia was a clear
leader in both numbers of aircraft
and area treated . Russia used 8,000
aircraft to fly more than 194.4 million acres (81 million ha) for plant
(Co ntinued o n next page)
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Aerial applicator (above) makes a spray run with dye over calibration cards which have
been carefully spaced in measured rows by the ground crew (below).

Aircraft . ..
seeding, protection and fertilizer.
The U.S., second by a wide margin,
used 6,100 aircraft flying about 101
million acres (42.1 million hal.
Canada, fairly closely followed by
some of the Central and South
American countries, was third with
666 aircraft treating 5.1 million
acres (2.1 million hal.
In the U.S., 88 percent of the use
was to apply pesticide. Of pesticides
aerially applied, about 85 percent
was as spray, 8 percent granular,
and about 6 percent dust.
Total aerial application in the U.S.
more than doubled in the period
1950 to 1970, from 4,500 planes
4

and 38.8 million acres (16.2 hal in
1950 to the 6,100 planes and 101
million acres (42.1 million hal of
1970.
Agricultural aviation is big business in Nebraska and the operator of
today doesn't much resemble the
fly-by-night "duster" of the 30s and
40s who was likely an offshoot of the
silk-scarved barnstormers. Today
they are businessmen with high
standards and specialized training.
The perfecting of their equipment
and their skills have made their occupations much safer.
In Nebraska, 156 agricultural aviators use mostly fixed-wing aircraft
which are more efficient with large

fields. In areas of small fields and
high valued crops with many
obstructions, the helicopter is king.
But a "copter" may cost more than
twice as much as a fixed wing aircraft for a given payload and has
much higher maintenance and fuel
costs. There are only six used in Nebraska.
Thomas Doryland, who operates
Warbonnet Aerial Spray Service
near Lincoln, is one of the deans of
Nebraska agricultural aviation.
Doryland learned to fly in 1933 and
began agricultural work in 1947. He
started business with a $500
Aeronca, but the big yellow Weatherly he now uses as one of his three
spray planes cost a hundred times as
much.
Any homeowner who has applied
both pesticide and 2,4-D herbicide
to his lawn or garden has probably
found it wise to have two sprayers,
one for each purpose. Herbicides,
especially 2,4-D, are difficult to
clean out of the equipment and
many plants are highly sensitive. It is
not surprising that many aerial
applicators use a separate plane for
each, too. After all, their tanks are
1,000 times as large.
Doryland remembers the days that
were and how the fortunes of an
aerial applicator can change in seconds. In '63 he had just made the
final payment on a new Call-air and
had taken off into the wind feeling
like a successful businessman. At an
altitude too low to turn back to the
field, the engine quit and Doryland
had to put down straight ahead. That
meant into a big cattle feedlot. Fortunately, the lot had shipped its cattle and Doryland and the Call-air
went in between the big concrete
bunkers and the sturdy fences. In
pilots' jargon, it was a "good landing" because Doryland walked
away from it without a scratch. The
Call-air, however, was a total loss.
The Institute of Agriculture and
Natural Resources of the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln sponsors
periodic calibration "fly-ins" where
Extension Plant Pathologist Dave
Wysong and Entomologist Bob
Roselle, and other staff, work with
agricultural flyers. In one exercise,
cards are distributed over large fields
and aerially sprayed with dye.

Droplet distribution is then scored to
determine the nozzle settings and
other variables to obtain the most
efficient kills. Such scientific calibration reduces the amount of
chemical needed for control thus
cutting both costs and injury to the
environment.
Emery Nelson, Extension pesticide
training coordinator, has also been
active in training commercial
chemical applicators in the Environmental Protection Agency's
(EPA) regulations and the knowledge
required for licensing. Several
applicators, when asked about EPA
restrictions and requirements, said
that they had no real problems in
complying because the Nebraska
state regulations and training far exceeded those required by the EPA.
Not all aircraft are workhorses.
Tom Umberger, veteran fixed base
operator at Lincoln Aviation Institute, says there are 100 extra Nebraska planes on his ramp when the
Big Red plays at Lincoln. At a period
when the biggest tractors can cost
$60,000 and up, who is going to
balk at paying a third that much for
something as useful as a plane? After
all, you can't get to Memorial
Stadium at 180 miles an hour in a
tractor.
Space age technology is making
much progress in miniaturization
and remote control. Pilotless planes
for aerial application could become
a reality and these could greatly reduce the fatality risks.
But if pilotless ag planes ever
come, much of the romance and
thrill will go.
There are few agricultural scenes
more thrilling and colorful than a
bright yellow plane speeding down
the dark green crop rows trailing its
white wake. Ofttimes the dew will
still be silvery in the golden early
morning sun before the Nebraska
winds begin. As the plane nears the
end of the field the special ailerons
dip with the flaps to provide extra
lift. The big 600 hp engine pulls the
craft up and over the 250,000 volt
powerlines and around for another
swath. It won't be the same with the
pilotless plane.D
JOHN L. ADAMS is Extension science writer
in Agriculural Communications.

Good Life Gardeners Help
Save Wilting Tomatoes, Etc.
By Brent Hoadley and
Don Miller
The next time you need help with
a lawn or garden problem, you may
be surprised to find a medical technician, a 14-year-old or a retired
lifetime gardener on the other end
of the conversation.
A new program called the Good
Life Gardeners has been working

well at the Lancaster County
Cooperative Extension Service in
Lincoln. The program uses experienced volunteer gardeners of all
ages to help answer your questions
and solve problems that don't
necessarily need the personal attention of the county agent.
Good Life Gardeners are given
about 30 hours of training by state
(Continued on next page)
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Good Life Gardeners open up time for Extension Agents to spend
on educational services.
Good Life . ..
specialists and the Lancaster County
staff. When tomatoes begin to wilt
because of verticillum, or if billbug
begins to attack your lawn, it does
not always take a county agent to
answer the telephone or talk with
office visitors. In fact, recent studies
have shown that most people get a
large percentage of their gardening
information from an experienced
green thumber in their neighborhood.
About 100 hours of staff time
were involved in training, but more
than 500 hours of volunteers' time
were returned to the Extension program. Many gardeners returned
more than the 30 hours required of
each.
Service activities are very important because they are the first
impression many people get of the
County Extension program. However, service activities in a metropolitan office can be a problem to
professional staff. Pruning a fruit
tree for one customer or planning a
landscape for another leads to more
personal services. The word spreads
from one neighbor to another what

wonderful service is available
through the County Extension Office.
As a consequence, the agent
spends most of his time on these
activities and little on educational
services. At the rate of about 12-15
house calls a day, it would take
the Lancaster county agent 4,000
work days before he reached your
house. However, a daily tip on the
radio or in the newspaper could
reach you quicker.
Even if each person brought his
or her problem into the extension
office, (at a rate of 75-100 visits a
day), visitors would be on a twoyear waiting list in heavily populated counties.
It's true that not everyone wants
their trees pruned or their yards
landscaped, but there is so much
educational material at the Extension office that it is difficult to imagine why everyone in the county
wouldn't have a reason to contact
the county office.
Based on that last statement, the
only problem is that many people in
the county do not know about
Cooperative Extension Service programs. The main reason is that per-

sonal services are taking so much
time for a few people. Educational
programs that would benefit the entire county are left on the shelf for
another year.
This is where the Good Life Gardeners come into the picture. Many
gardeners who answer phones in
the county office say, "How do you
ever get anything else done except
answer the phone?" The answer is,
"We don't!" unless we have volunteers to help, that is.
The benefits of this program
branch out into other areas, too,
because the gardeners are tell i ng
the story of the Cooperative Extension Service and the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources in
their daily lives.
And, with the training of a second
group of Good Life Gardeners for
1978, Lancaster County should be
well on its way to answering requests for services, in addition to
starting new educational programs. 0

is county agent and DON
is county agent chairman for Lancaster County.
BRENT HOADLEY

MILLER

Good Life Gardener EI izabeth Sommer
(left), of Lincoln, has helped answer Extension customers' gardening questions since
January 1977.
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Avoid Failure; Choose
Flowering Crabs Carefully
By John E. Watkins
and Donald H. Steinegger
Although we marvel at the
majesty and visual stre ngth of mature oaks, maples, and ash, there is
also a need for small ornamental
trees in many landscapes.
Many of the diminutive flowering
trees are not suitable except in parts
of southeastern Nebraska, but one
notable exception is the ornamental
crabapple tree (Malus species). By
carefully selecting a planting site,
people in any part of the state can
enjoy the beauty of thi s spring-flowering tree.
Generally less than 25 feet (7.6 m)
tall, the tree is in scale with the architecture of today' s homes. There is
a crabapple to fit almost any landscape. Its form va rie s from tall and
narrow to oval, to horizontal. Even
weeping forms are available to draw
the viewer's eye to a pond or some
other ground level object.
Most crabs flower a few years after
planting and furnish a delicate fragrance. Colors vary from pure white
to dark red on single, semi-double,
or double flowering cultivars (varieties). The simple form of the single is
attractive, but doubles, with more
petals, last longer.
The trees are strikingly beautiful in
spring when in full flower, but crabs
ca n provide year-arou nd interest.
Red or yellow fruit develops soon
after the blossoms drop. Unlike the
flowers, which last only a few
weeks, fruit color may continue into
the winter months . The contrast
between the red fruit or "Red Jade"
and the white snow is striking. Fruit
size varies from 1/4th of an inch to 2
inches (0.5 to 5 cm) in diameter. The
larger sizes may pose a lawn litter
problem, but they make del ightful
jellies. Birds such as the cedar waxwing find the smaller fruited cultivars a treat.

Some cultivars, particularly those
with dark colored flowers, have reddish-cast foliage in spring. Foliage in
some turns green as the season
progresses, while in others the
leaves are red all seaso n. Some trees
such as "Sargent," "Ca locarpa" and
"Prince George's," add red-orange
colors to the landscape in autumn.
Table 1 lists some of the best cultivars and thei r landscape characteristics for Nebraska . No nursery
carries all these and some may be
difficult to locate, but obtaining the
best one for your site is worth the
effort.
Few flowering trees enhance the
home landscape more than the ornamental crab, but selecting a flowering crabapple is often based only
on its flowers, fruit and form.
Consideration should be given to
the suscepti bi I ity of the tree to apple
scab, cedar apple rust and fire bl ight,
diseases which are capable of disfiguring highly susceptible trees . If
the infection is severe 2 or 3 years in
a row, trees are weakened and their
ability to withstand bad weather,
neglect and injury is severely limited.
Concern by plant pathologists
over the widespread use of di seasesusceptible cultivars resulted in

A crabapple leaf is severely infected with
apple scab.

yea rly su rveys of flowering crabapples in the northeastern states. The
survey, initiated in 1961 , was intended to locate, through field observation, cultivars of flowering
crabapples resistant to apple scab,
cedar apple rust, fire blight and
powdery mildew. By 1965, a number of promising disease-resistant
cultivars had been identified . In
1969 a collection of these and several disease susceptible trees was
started at the Rock Spri ngs Agricultural Research Center of the
Pennsylvania State University,
where the trees are rated annually
for scab, rust, fire blight and powdery mildew.
In additon, every year flowering
crabapples in nurseries, parks and
arboretums in Ohio, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, Indiana, Massachusetts and Rhode Island are examined
in search of disease resistant trees .
Apple scab, (caused by the fungus
Venturia inaequalis (Cke,) Wint.),
occurs wherever apples and crabapples are grown.
Scab symptoms occur on leaves,
petioles (leafstalks), fruits and blossoms but are most evident on leaves
and fruits. Symptoms first appear on
the upper surface of flower bud
leaves as faint olive green spots.
Symptoms on the fruit range from
olive green to brown corky lesions.
Infected fruit is cracked and distorted from uneven growth and it
often drops from the tree.
Control of apple scab involves
use of resistant cultivars, sanitation
and chemical sprays. Successful
control uses all three approaches.
Resistant cultivars offer the most
promise, but during years that favor
development of apple scab occasional chemical sprays may be
needed. A thorough "clean-up" of
dead leaves and fruit beneath the
tree will reduce much of the early
infection if routinely practiced over
a wide area.
The bacterium Erwinia amylovora
(Burr.) Winslow et. aL , that causes
fire blight was first reported in the
United States 200 years ago and is
still a serious pest of apples, crabapples and pears.
The term fire blight originates from
the scorched appearance of affected
(Contin ued on next page)
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Crabapple . ..
branches. Infection by the fire blight
pathogen causes wilting, shriveling
and blackening of blossoms, leaves,
shoots and young fruits.
A combination of control practices is needed to limit the damage
from fire bl ight.
Pruning should be done while the
tree is dormant, at a junction of a
lower lateral (side) branch at least 3
inches (8 cm) below any visible
signs of the disease. Surgically remove cankers in large limbs or on
the trunk by tracing about 2 inches
(5 cm) beyond the margi ns of the
canker. Remove all diseased bark
and wood until you reach healthy
tissue. Disinfect all pruning tools
after each cut by dipping them into a
70 percent alcohol solution or a
household bleach solution, diluted
1 : 10 with water, to prevent tran sfering the pathogen to cuts in heal thy tissues.
Certain fungicides and bacteriocides can be used to protect
blosso ms from early infection, but
timing of the first application is critical and once the disease is estabI ished, satisfactory control is difficult
to obtain.
Cedar apple rust is one of the
most conspicuous and complex of
the destructive diseases of flowering
crabapples. It is caused by the fungus Gymnosporangium juniperivirginianae Schw.
On flowering crabapples small ,
pale yellow spots form on the upper
surface of leaves in May. These
gradually enlarge, turn orange and
exude orange-colored droplets from
the center. Later, black dots appear.
Shortly thereafter yellow , cupshaped structures (aecia) form on the
underside of the leaf. Long cylindrical tubes protrude from these cupshaped structures.
Infection of the fruit is mostly at
the outer end and frequently distorts
the fruit. Occasionally, symptoms
develop on small branches as elongated, swollen cankers on current
growth.
Susceptible flowering crabapples
should be sprayed regularly to prevent heavy rusting . Resistant cultivars may need only an occasional
spray.
8

Apple scab, fire blight and cedar
apple rust are the principal infectious diseases of flowering crabappies in Nebraska. They are also the
most serious diseases of com mercia l
and home garden apples and ed ible
crabapples . Powdery mildew, although very destructive in some
areas of the United States, occurs
only occasionally in Nebraska.
The best way to co ntrol these
three major diseases is by selecti ng a
resistant c ultivar (Table 2). Resistance to scab is the most important if
the homeowner wants a tree that
will provide years of enjoyment.
Flowering crabapples resistant to
scab, rust and fire blight are available through local nurseries, garden
centers or seed catalogs.
Obtaining a disease-resistant tree
is only the first step in growing a
healthy specimen, however. Even
the most resistant trees will not
thrive if they are neglected. Proper
care is needed for utmost beauty
from your flowering crab.
Crabapples adapt to many growing conditions, but do best at a site
in full sun and with well -drained
soil. Spring planting is best although
dormant fall planting may be tried
where recommended by on-site experience.
While simple in principle, improper planting may kill a tree. Follow the directions on the plant
package. Don 't let the roots dry or
freeze before planting. On barerooted stock, prune back roots to
I ive tissue (white). Do dig a large
hole. Don ' t bend the roots. Container-grown trees may have roots

This terminal branc h was killed by fire
blight (photo courtesy Dr. Steven V. Bee r,
Corne ll University).

growing in a ci rcular pattern or roots
crossing each other that should be
spread out or pruned back.
Don't c hange the soi l in the
planting hol e by adding peat or
sand. Use yo ur native so il , or root
development may be hurt. Provide
minimum tree support for best root
development. Don't fertil ize at
planting time unless slow release
fertilizer capsul es are used . After the
first year, annual fertilization with
nitrogen may help. See your County
Extension Office for further information . Watering will be necessary in
the first 2 or 3 years, but even older
trees may need watering during dry
periods.
Prune your crab in March (dormant pruning) or just after it flowers
to have an attractive, healthy, longlived tree. The frame work (branch
structure) is easiest to see when
leaves are absent, but pruning after
flowering allows for best flower production.
Pruning crabs is not comp l icated.
Prune to obtain an open tree which
lets light and air through but maintains the natural form of the tree.
Pruning early in the tree's growth is
especia lly important in obtaining
this objective. During the first 3 to 4
years after planti ng, leave broadangled branches spaced 12 inches
(30 cm) apart that arise from the
trunk. Eliminate branches growing in
an undesirable direction, parallel
and c risscrossing branches, and
those with narrow-angle attachment s to the trunk. Don ' t trea t
pruning wounds with dressing; this
does not help healing.
The brilliant flower displays, variation in form and height, the unique
leaf colors of some cultivars and the
ability of others to retain fruit well
into winter, all make the flowering
crabapple a versatile specimen that
will provide years of enjoyment.
However, even the most horticulturally beautiful tree may become an
unsightly one if it is highly susceptible to apple scab, ceda r rust or fire
blight. Choose your crabapple
ca refully . 0

JOHN E. WATKINS is Extension Plant
Pathologist. DONALD H . STEINEGGER is Extension hortic ulturi st.

A Chart for Choosing Your Flowering Crabapple
Table 1: landscape characteristics of selected flowering crabapple cultivars.
Cultivar or Species

Form

Flower

Fruit

M. baccata cv. Columnaris
M. cv. Bob White
M. cv. Dolgo

Narrow upright
Round
Open

White
White, single
White, single

Yellow, small
Orange-yellow, small
Red, small

M. cv. Donald Wyman

Compact
Round

White, single
Crimson rose, semi-double
Pink-white, single
White, single
Pink-white, single
Rosy-pink, single
Deep pink, single
White, single
Pink-rose, single
Crimson, single
White, single

Red, small
Yellow, small
Yellow, small
Yellow, medium
Yellow and red
Red, small
Red, small
Red, small
Red, small
Purple-red, small
Dark red, small
Orange-red, small
Yellow
Red, small
Yellow, medium
Red
Red, small
Inconspicuous
Red
Reddish-purple, medium
None
Red, small
Purple-red, small
None
Red, medium

M. cv. Dorothea
M. floribunda
M. cv. Golden Hornet
M. cv. Marshal Oyama
M. cv. Pink Spires
M. cv. Radiant
M. cv. Red Jade
M. Red Splendor
M. Royalty
M. sargenti

Narrow upright
Upright
Pendulous

Horizontal

M. cv. Snowdrift
M. cv. Van Eseltine
M. cv. White Angel-Inglis
M. cv. Winter Gold
M. zumi cv. Calocarpa
M. cv. Coral burst
M. cv. Fringe Petal
M. cv. Kelsey
M. cv. Oekonomierat Echtermeyer
M. cv. Prince George's

Oval
Upright
Upright oval
Round
Horizontal

Sem i -weepi ng
Upright

White, single
Pink-double
White, single
White, single
White
Crimson-pink
Pink-double
Rosy-red
Purple, single
Rose-pink, double

M. sargenti cv. Rosea

Shrub-like
Horizontal
Round
Upright

Pink-white, single
Deep red
White, single
White

M. cv. Sparkler
M. cv. Spring Snow

M. cv. White Candle

Round

Remarks

Fruit persists
Fragrant flowers,
fruit edible

Fru it persists

Small tree, fruit
persists

Fru it persists
Fruit persists

Fragrant flowers
Bronze-green foliage
Foliage red;
orange in fall

Table 2: Disease resistance of selected flowering crabapple cultivars.

Scab

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

M.
M.

M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.
M.

baccata cv. Columnaris
cv. Bob White
cv. Dolgo
cv. Donald Wyman
cv. Dorothea
floribunda
cv. Golden Hornet
cv. Marshall Oyama
cv. Pink Spires
cv. Radiant
cv. Red Jade
cv. Red Splender
cv. Royalty
sargenti
cv. Snowdrift
cv. Van Eseltine
cv. White Angel-Inglis
cv. Winter Gold
zumi cv. Calocarpa
cv. Coralburst
cv. Fringe Petal
cv. Kelsey
cv. Oekonomierat Echtermeyer
cv. Prince George's
sargenti cv. Rosea
cv. Sparkler
cv. Spring Snow
cv. White Candle

Remarks]

Disease Rating l

Cultivar of Species'

R
R
R
R
MR
R
R
MR
R
MR
MR
R
MR
R
R
R
R
R
R

Cedar
Apple
Rust

Fire
Blight

R
R
R

5
5
51.5.

R
R

MS

R

MS

5
51.5.

R

Known to be susceptible to scab in Pennsylvania

Susceptible to scab in Pennsylvania
Slightly susceptible to scab in Pennsylvania

Moderately susceptible to scab in Pennsylvania

R
R

51.5.
5

Susceptible to scab in Pennsylvania

R
R

5
51.5.

Susceptible to scab in Pennsylvania
Slightly susceptible to rust in Pennsylvania

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

51.5.
MS

51.5.
5
5
5
5
5

Resistant to scab and fire blight in Ohio
Resistant to scab and fire blight in Ohio

51.5

MS

51.5.
Resistant to scab in Wisconsin

1Most of the cultivars on this listing are available through local nurseries, garden centers or seed catalogs. Resistance to apple scab was the principal criterion used in preparation of the
list. Certain susceptible cultivars appear on the list because they have desirable growth habit characteristics; these cultivars, however, will require routine fungicide sprays to reduce losses

from apple scab.
2Rating system for disease development: S=Susceptible, MS=Moderately susceptible, S1. S. =Slightly susceptible, MRT =Moderately resistant, R=Resistant, (- -)=No information available.
Disease ratings for the above list of cultivars was prepared from information compiled by the University of Wisconsin, Pennsylvania State University and Ohio State University.
3Variation in susceptibility between states is probably due to differences in strains of the pathogen.

The origin al des ign coordinating chair seat cove rs, (left), were needle-pointed by Mary Byington. They were made from yarn dyed with
nature's material s. Creative wall hangings (right), by Anna Marie
Kreifels, are another of the many possible uses for your natural dyes.

Nature's Dyes Can
Color Your Home
By Magdalene Pfister and
Pamela Ury Schmidt

Nature displays many beautiful
colors: the blue sky, green grass,
golden leaves and flowers-and you
can bring them right into your home
by using nature's materials to create
your own dyes.
Yarn, wool, silk and sometimes
cotton and nylon can be dyed with
many of Mother Nature' s products.
In fact, you may have some dye
materials right in your back yard. To
name a few you can use:
Onion Skins
Red cabbage
Flower heads, petals, leaves or roots (red
flower dyes and red cabbage are not fast,
however)
Berries
Crabapple blossoms
Black walnut shells and other nut shells
Bark, roots, twigs and leaves

Half the fun of dyeing comes from
finding and experimenting with
various substances.
In most cases you must treat your
fiber in a mordanting solution before
you can successfully dye it. Mordant
comes from the French word morde,
which means " to bite." A mordant
"fixes" the dye so the dye gives a
better color and is more water and
sun resistant, or "fast."
10

Lacking today's chemicals, our
ancestors sometimes used urinealso called "chamber Iye"-or ash
solutions, as mordants. In fact, many
Indian blankets from years ago still
contain the acrid odor from the
somewhat unsanitary mordant used .
One wonders how long it took to
become accustomed to sleeping
under such a blanket.
The following mordants are commonly used today:
Alum-This is compatible with
most fibers and plant dyes. Use 4
oz. (120 ml) powdered alum and 1
oz. (30 ml) tartaric acid in 3 to 4
gallons (11.5 to 15 I) of water for
each pound (.5 kg) of dry wool. Too
much alum makes yarns sticky and
gummy. The tartaric acid (cream of
tartar) brightens colors.
Tin-This mordant gives brighter

colors. Use V2 oz. (15 ml) powdered
tin and 1 oz. (30 ml) tartaric acid in 3
to 4 gallons (11.5-15 I) of water. Too
much tin will cause wool to become
brittle.
Chrome-Wool treated with
chrome is light sensitive. Store the
mordant and treated wool in a dark
place until ready to dye. Use V2 oz.
(15 ml) powder chrome and 1 oz.
(30 ml) tartaric acid in 3 to 4 gallons
(11.5-15 I) warm water. Chrome
gives rich colors.
Iron-This mordant produce s
darker colors, or "sadder" colors, a<
they said in early days. The simples
way to mordant with iron is to use ar
iron kettle for the dye bath.
When the same fiber is dyed wit!
the same dye materials, the differen
mordants produce different colors
Always label small samples of dy

HELPFUL DYEING HINTS
1. Wash your wool or fabric before mordanting or dyeing.
2. Gentle is the key word. Always put fiber in warm water and bring heat up
slowly. Squeeze gently when rinsing.
3. Wool yarn can be dyed in the fleece. This can result in multicolored yarn
after it is spun. However, extreme care must be taken to avoid matting the fleece.
4. Use stainless steel or enamel pails and utensils when working with dyes.
Your crock pot or electric roaster can be used for long, slow simmering for both
mordanting and dyeing.

RECIPES
(For colors as shown in photo below)
BASIC DANDELION BLOSSOMS
RECIPE WITH ALUM
Pick 1 gallon (3.8 I) dandelion blossoms
when in full bloom . Add water to cover,
approximately 1'12 gallons (5.5 I). Simmer for one hour. Remove dandelion
blossoms. Add scoured mordanted (with
alum or copperas) fiber and simmer '12
hour. Add 2 t. (10 ml) cream of tartar in
solution with '12 cup (.12 I) water. Simmer '12 hour. Cool and rinse thoroughly.

wool so you can remember which
mordants and dyes were used .
Alum and tartaric acid (cream of
tartar) are available at grocery stores.
Try your local pharmacy to obtain
tin and chrome. If not available in
your area, dye-sized amounts of
these may be obtained from Great
Plains Fleece, P. O. Box 34068,
Omaha, NE 68134.
To prepare the mordant dissolve
the chemicals completely in rain
water (soft, non-mineralized water).
Add wet, clean yarn. Wool from a
sheep pelt should be scoured before
mordanting. Heat slowly in mordant
bath for about 45 minutes until it
simmers. Simmer about 20 minutes
for fine yarn, 45 minutes for heavier
yarns.
Allow to cool naturally, then remove yarn. Rinse carefully in clear,
coo l water and gently squeeze out
excess moisture.
Wrap the damp yarn in a bath
towel and let it stand at least 24
hours. This gives the mordant time to
age. Keep yarn damp until you dye
it. However, if you must keep the
yarn for more than two or three days,
dry it, then soak the yarn in plain
water for half an hour before dyeing.
To make a dye solution for a
pound of dry weight wool yarn, you
need about one peck or Y4 bushel, of
plant materials, or a pound of nut
hulls, wood or bark. The amount
needed may vary according to the
substa nce used and the time of yea r
it is gathered.
Cut or c hip woody materials into
small pieces. Slightly crush other
materials. Soak plant materials-except for flowers, fruits and berries-in 2Y2 to 3 gallons (9.5-11.5 I) of
water for at least 12 hours.

BLUEBERRIES BASIC RECIPE

Blueberries with alum mordant
Simmer blueberry syrup from canned
blueberries with previously alum-mo rdanted wool for '12 hour. Use crock pot
or other small conta iner . May be necessary to add '12 cup (.12 I) water. Then
steep wool in sol ution for 24 hours.
Rinse and dry.

Blueberries with vinegar
After completing the basic recipe, steep
wool in '12 cup (.12 I) white vinegar for
15 minutes. Rinse and dry.

Blueberries with ammonia
After comp leting the basic recipe, dip
wool in '12 cup (.12 I) ammonia for a few
minutes. Watch it careully - it may be
stirred gently. As the color begins to take
on the green color that is desired take it
out of the ammonia and rinse immediately.

flowers (hibiscus tea) in 1 quart (.95 I) of
water for '12 hour. Add wet mordanted
(treated wtih alum or copperas) wool
and simmer for '12 hour. Add % t. (1 .2 5
ml) tartaric acid and simmer for '12 hour.
Let steep for 8 hours. Rinse thoroughly
and dry.
RED CABBAGE WITH
ALUM OR COPPERAS
Steep 3/4 pound red cabbage (somet imes
ca ll ed purple cabbage) in 1'12 gallons
(5 .5 I) water for 8 hours. Add 1 ounce (28
g) scoured mordanted fiber. Simmer '12
hour. Add 2 t. (10 ml) tartaric to solution
with '12 cup (.12 I) water and simmer '12
hour. Cool and steep for 8 hours. Rinse
thoroughly. The color of the fiber in the
dye bath will turn from lave nder to blue
during the final steeping. This dye is
somewhat fugitive. It is somewhat more
fast with copperas and/or ammonia.
RED CABBAGE WITH AMMONIA
After completing basic recipe (above),
steep fiber in solution of 1 T. (15 ml)
clear ammo ni a and '12 gallon (1.9 I)
lukewarm water for 2 minutes. Rinse
thoroughly in lukewarm water.

IRIS AND PEONY BLOSSOMS
WITH ALUM AND COPPERAS
Simmer 1 gallon mixed iri s and peony
blossoms in 1 gallon (3.8 I) water for '12
hour. Remove blossoms. Add wet mordanted fiber. Simmer '/2 hour. Remove
fiber and rinse thoroughly.
CRABAPPLE BLOSSOMS
WITH COPPERAS
Simmer 1 gallon (3.8 I) crabapple blossoms in 1 gallon (3.8 I) water for '12 hour.
Remove blossoms. Add wet mordanted
fiber. Sim mer '12 hour. Remove fiber and
rinse thoroughly .
CRABAPPLE BLOSSOMS
WITH CHROME
After completing the basic recipe
(above), simmer wet fiber in solution of
% t. (1.25 ml) chrome dissolved in 1
quart (.95 I) water. Copperas mordanted
fiber was used.
BASIC HIBISCUS flOWER RECIPE
WITH ALUM OR COPPERAS
Simmer 2 ounces (56 g) of dried hibiscus

(Continued on next page)
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Dyes .. .
After soaking, boil materials in the
water for about 6 hours, or until the
plants have given up nearly all their
color. Strain the pulp and waste
matter and cool. Flowers, fruits and
berries give up color easily and may
not need to be boiled so long.
It's a good idea to keep notes of
your dyeing experiments. This helps
you avoid mistakes and to obtain attractive colors in the future.
To dye, immerse wet wool in
lukewarm dye solution. Slowly heat
the dye and wool until the simmering point is reached. Simmer gently
for 40 minutes or until the desired
color is reached. Yarn should be
moved in dye bath at frequent intervals. Remember that color will
lighten a little when the wool is dry.
Rinse the fiber in water the same
temperature as the dye bath, gradually cooling as you rinse. Keep
changing the rinse water until the
water is clear. Air dry your fiber
either inside or out, but avoid direct
heat or sunlight or freezing temperatures.
If you don't like the results of your
dyeing, you can re-dye, or top dye.
In fact, some lovely colors are obtained through two or more dyeing
sessions. You can preserve your dye
solution for several months by canning or freezing it. The entire dyeing
process, including mordanting, can
take a day, or can be stretched out to
fit your schedule.
Remember to keep a record of
your dyeing experiments. On a file
card, record the date, the mordant
and the dye substance used; attach a
sample of the dyed yarn. Such records will guide your future dyeing
experiments and will help avoid repeated failures.
You can make dyeing even more
fun by doing some planning ahead.
Why not plant your garden and yard
flowers with dyeing in mind? Marigolds, yellow onions, pincushion
plant, zinnias and blackeyed Susans
are just a few of the limitless possibilities nature gives us for dyes. 0
MAGDALENE PFISTER is Extension specialist
(Home Furnishing). PAMELA URY SCHMIDT is
editorial associate in Agricultural Communications.
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Wheat chromosomes show up in a photomicrograph. The chromosomes are paired until
they separate when the cell is ready to divide. The laggard at bottom right is an unpaired
chromosome. When such a cell completes its division, it will lead to four pollen grains, some
with 21 chromosomes, some with 20.

High Prospects Seen
For Recombinant DNA
By Grant I. Johnson
In the not too distant future, work
on developing improved plant varieties may move from the University's fields and greenhouses into the
laboratories, except for field testing.
Not only will the new varieties be
"manufactured," they may include
such improvements as corn with the
drought tolerance of grain sorghum,
and the ability of the soybean to fix
its own nitrogen.
These possibilities are on the horizon because of developments in
cellular biology, sometimes called
"genetic engineering." The term genetic engineering in a broad sense
means new forms of genetic recombination.
One of these techniques is the
controversial recombinant DNA test
tube technique that has some scien-

tists excited and hopeful and other
scientists and laymen apprehensive.
DNA is shorthand for deoxyribonucleic acid, the carrier of the genetic code. In the nucleus of a cell,
DNA exists as long strands of material which direct the synthesis of all
the proteins. These control the life
processes and determine individual
characteristics, such as the color of a
person's eyes or the shape of a
plant's leaves.
Scientists have learned how to
break off small parts of DNA from
cells of one kind of organism and
insert them into cells of other kinds
of organisms, where the new genes
go to work just as they did in their
old home. This is recombinant DNA.
The host cells now being used are
mostly bacteria, and the practice at
present is very expensive, but the
technique is still in its infancy. When

perfected, there is the possibility of
using recombinant DNA techniques
to transfer desired traits from one
plant variety or species directly to
another.
A number of years ago I wrote an
article for the Quarterly about the
work of Dr. Rosalind Morris, entitled, "If Heart Transplants Work,
Why Not Genetic Transplants?"
Today I could have written it
straight-faced, with no speculative
qualifications.
Dr. Morris is a cytogeneticist
working with our wheat breeding
team. She identifies specific
chromosomes that carry genes for
specific traits in wheat and spots the
location of the genes of the chromosomes.
Now the potential is here for Dr.
Morris to physically place a desirable gene into the cell of a different
variety of wheat, then grow that cell
into a mature plant.
What makes this possible is a new
development that permits taking a
single cell, increasing it in a nutrient
solution (cloning), then getting it to
grow into a complete plant.
Scientists have been able to clone
plant cells (produce clumps called
calluses) for years, but only recently
have they been able to get them to
differentiate and produce plant parts
such as roots, stems, leaves, etc.
It seems the cells had been given
only the chemical signal to grow,
not one to differentiate.
Then, about two years ago, C. E.
Green at the University of Minnesota
discovered how to manipulate hormones in the nutrient medium to get
the cells in corn calluses to grow
into complete plants.
Another
genetic transplant
method that may be less costly than
recombinant DNA is called cell fusion.
Peter Carlson, now at Michigan
State University, was one of the
foremost developers of the technique. He dissolved the rigid, hard
cell walls of cells of two different
species of wild tobacco and obtained naked protoplasts. Remarkably, these naked cells could fuse to
form cells with genetic information
from both species and the cells were
induced to grow into a complete
plant.

Now scientists are succeeding
with many other plants.
Even without developing a
method for inducing callus tissue to
differentiate, it is possible to imagine
Dr. Anne Vidaver, a bacteriologist in
the Department of plant Pathology,
using a type of DNA recombination
successfully.
She, along with Dr. Robert Klucas,
a biochemist, has been studying the
bacteria that cooperate with soybeans to fix nitrogen from the air.
Superior strains of these bacteria
have been developed in the laboratory, but for some reason they do not
live in the field.
Superior Strain

One can imagine Dr. Vidaver inserting parts of DNA from a superior
strain into a wild strain that has
proved its ability to survive in the
field and getting a superior strain
that will go to work for farmers.
Because of her expertise, Dr. Vidaver was one of many scientists invo Ived in setti ng up the safety
guidelines for United States research
people to follow in recombinant
DNA research.
Cell fusion and the capability of
getting cell calluses to start differentiating also may result in lines of
male sterile corn that will let seed
companies again stop tedious detasseling when producing hybrid seed
corn.
Dr. J. M. Daly, C. Petrus Peterson

professor of biochemistry, and his
colleagues have purified the toxin
(poison) of the southern corn leaf
blight fungus mutation that caused
much damage to corn in 1970.
The mutated fungus damages only
corn containing Texas male sterile
(Tms) cytoplasm, the only source of
the male sterile characteristic that
could be used by the seed industry
in producing hybrid corn.
Dr. Daly and others are in the
process of identifying the atomic
structure of the toxin molecule so
they can synthesize it in large
enough quantities to do extensive
work with it.
One of the possibilities would be
to challenge cloned masses of cells
containing Tms cytoplasm with the
toxin, then grow out any cells that
survive and, possibly, come up with
a male sterile line that is not affected
by the southern corn leaf blight fungus.
The many prospects for using
these new laboratory developments
have scientists excited.
They should have farmers excited,
too. But farmers should not hold
their breath until the fruits of this research reach them. Although the
picture is promising, the results still
may be many years down the
road.D

GRANT I. JOHNSON is assistant Extension
editor in Agricultural Communications.

Dr. Morris examines photomicrograph negatives to determine which show the monosomic
(lacking one chromosome) character, which she uses in her work with wheat. Wheat normally
has three sets of seven paired chromosomes, or 21 pairs.
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THAT ELUSIVE
SOMETH ING CAL
SATISFACTION!

By Florence S. Walker
A point-blank question of, "Was
your purchase satisfactory?" usually
brings a response of "Yes, generally
speaking." This answer is a short-cut
way people use to deal with information overload. It takes too much
time to explain which aspects of the
purchase were not satisfactory and
the respondent takes the easy way
out by giving the conventional reply.
Other researchers have concluded
that the "conventional reply" does
not indicate information overload,
but rather an unwillingness to acknowledge publ icly that you made a
poor purchasing decision.
Today almost everyone lives in a
world of money. More and more of
the things we use to enhance our
lives are results of purchasing decisions. Occasionally consumers are
surrounded by doubts about which
brand or model to buy because of
the complexity of available products. Shopping, with the array of
products at the stores, still takes time
and it takes even more time to ferret
out information to determine the
qualities that result in purchase
satisfaction.
Satisfaction turns out to be a collection of related factors. Earl ier research on after-purchase evaluation
of blouses, shirts and carpets by consumers indicated that when respondents were asked about specific aspects of their purchases, many thi ngs
entered into their amount of satisfaction. Research on job satisfaction
also yielded similiar knowledge: it is
not one thing, but many things that
make one's working life pleasant or
unpleasant. If these attributes which
relate to satisfaction can be identified about any durable consumer
purchase, time can be saved when
the consumer is looking for the
product to be purchased. Aspects
irrelevant to purchase satisfaction
can then be disregarded.
This article attempts to identify the

attributes that lead to satisfaction
with a purchase, as seen by the
buyer.
A pilot study of 60 husband-wife
groups living in Omaha or in Lincoln
during January-February 1974 was
made to identify what attributes
contribute to satisfaction with a recent purchase and to determine
whether common family goals of
husband and wife influenced their
satisfaction with these purchases.
In addition, some background information was collected, as was information on shopping behavior and
fi nancial-management practices.
The item purchased had to be the
one most recently purchased and it
had to be more expensive than items
families usually bought. Husbands
and wives were interviewed simultaneously at their homes. They were
randomly selected, but were concentrated in the lower income
levels. These couples would probably make fewer purchases of this
type. Generally speaking, this group
would be classified as \\just getting
by."
Initially, the purchase evaluated
was to be something costing approximately $100 and purchased
within the last year or so. As we proceeded, the dollar amount was
changed to anything costing more
than items bought for daily living but
less than $500. Many respondents
couldn't identify a recent purchase
that cost about $100.
Twenty-seven different product
categories were reported by the 120
persons (60 spousal groups). Marriage partners often referred to different purchases. The products were
regrouped into five classes: (1)

entertainment-related items, such as
television, stereos, etc., (reported by
37 persons); (2) home furnishing
items, such as sofas, beds, carpets,
(reported by 31 persons); (3) household appliances, such as washers,
microwave ovens, etc., (reported by
29 persons); (4) transportation items,
such as used cars or trucks, motorcycles (reported by 13 persons); and
(5) miscellaneous items, including
such things as jewelry, clothing and
gifts (reported by 8 persons).

Purchase Ranked
We listed nineteen attributes relating to satisfaction. Couples ranked
their purchases according to these
attributes using a three-place scale:
superior (meaning very satisfactory),
average (meaning met expectations
but no more than that), and inferior
(meaning somewhat dissatisfactory).
We boiled this down to three
characteristics outstandingly related
to the post-purchase evaluation.
These characteristics include six of
the 19 attributes, two associated
with each characteristic. The three
characteristics of product evaluation
have been named: (1) visual impact,
composed of attributes of color and
style preferences, (2) operation,
composed of attributes dealing with
activating or deactivating the product and (3) durability, composed of
attri butes concerned with performance without product breakdowns.
While color and style preferences
were the major influences in determining the factor visual impact,
other qualities noted as contributing
somewhat to the factor identified
were: \\suitability for present use,"

Table 1. Names of the three factors indicating attributes of satisfaction for consumer durable products in post-purchase evaluation* by owners. (The higher the number, the greater the
contribution of that attribute to the factor.)
FACTOR

Loading"''''

Attribute of Satisfaction

Visual Impact

.86985
.81935
.97666
.93196
.74969
.73345

Color
Style Preferences
Ease in Stoppi ng
Ease in Starting
Holds up over time
Holds up while in use

Operation
Durability

*Questions on which this analysis was based were 19 attributes stated in list form and general
enough to apply to almost any product purchased. Respondents were asked: "Rate the thing
you purchased for each of the items listed below." Ratings were: Superior, Average, Inferior,
and Does Not Apply.
**Factor analysis determined by the Principal FACTOR method with Iteration (SPSS program,
FACTOR), based upon 120 replies to 19 items. Only factors having eigenvalues greater than
'.0 were used. FACTOR loading criterion = .60000 or better.

\\goes well with other possessions,"
and "general appearance or becomingness." The interpretation of
factor two, operation, was broadened to include ease in usage, that
is, easy to put on or take off. These
terms had a wider appl ication to
the variety of purchases reported.
Because house furnishings seldom
have mechanical features, it was assumed respondents considered installation and removal of the house
furnishing purchases when replying
to factor two. Other attributes associated somewhat with factor two,
operation, were brand name, style
preference and comfort. Factor
three, durability, was somewhat
associated by respondents with
qual ities of: \\su itabi I ity for present
use," "ease of care" and \\materials
used in construction."
Respondents were then scored on
their post-purchase evaluation using
six attributes found to be relevant
rather than the 19 in the original
listing. A highly satisfactory rating
was given their purchases by 14 persons. This meant that all six attributes were judged to be superior. An
average rating was given by 24 persons, while a somewhat betterthan-average rating was indicated by
47 persons. Finally, 35 persons rated
their purchases as below average,
which translates into \\somewhat
dissatisfied" on the satisfactory,
non-satisfactory scale. Transportation purchases were generally rated
as highly satisfactory, while home
furnishings were most often rated as
somewhat dissatisfactory. The mean
ratings and the range of ratings are
shown on Table 2. None of the
(Continued on next page)

Table 2. Identity of purchases reported by owners that were subject
to post-purchase evaluation.*
Purchase Identity

Number

Post-purchase

Evaluation"''''

Purchased

Mean Score

Range of Scores

Entertainment items

37

3.3108

.8333 - 4.000

Home Furnishing

31

2.6021

1.6667 - 3.3333

Home Appliances

30

3.3000

2.3333 - 4.0000

Transportation items

14

3.3571

1.6667 - 4.0000

Miscellaneous

8

3.2292

2.1667 - 3.8333

* Post-purchase evaluation measured by responses to six attributes: color, style preferences,
ease in starting, ease in stopping, holds up over time, holds up while in use. The six attributes
were rated with regard to a product recently purchased by owner. Ratings were in terms of:
"Superior," "Average," "Inferior" and "Does Not Apply./I The higher the score, the more
satisfactory the evaluation. Highest possible score was 4.
**Analysis of Variance Test: dlf = 41115, F ratio = 8.866 probability level = 0.0001 or better.
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"Price did not quaLify as important
in post-purchase satisfaction."
Satisfaction . . .

background information requested
from the respondents can explain
why transportation purchases were
so favorably evaluated. It possibly is
because of the selectiveness of the
group studied. There is more buyer
information generally available on
cars and trucks compared with sofas,
beds and rugs. This may have influenced the evaluation, because there
was some indication that labels and
hang tags were used more by those
who were more satisfied with their
purchases. This finding was not
statistically significant, however.
Background factors such as age,
education, stage in the family life
cycle and amount of income,
yielded no significant information
on why some people were more
satisfied with their purchases.
Neither did most of the aspects of
economic behavior collected about
these persons, such as ability to save
and ability to estimate costs before
purchasing. Those who acted upon
an unexpected buying opportunity
did tend to indicate a higher level of
satisfaction than those who were
simply impulsive shoppers or those
who acted upon recently made
plans. This information, while interesting, was not statistically significant. However, it does support a
theory by Cardoza that satisfaction
with a purchase is in direct opposition to the effort that goes into making the purchase. In other words,
when too much time and too many
shopping trips occur in order to
make a purchase, expectations are
sometimes too great for that purchase and therefore the person becomes disappointed with the outcome.
One other finding related to product evaluation indicated that when
16

husbands and wives did not agree
on general objectives for their
families, they were likely to be more
satisfied with their purchases than
those who did agree. Husband and
wife goal-agreement was based
upon responses that indicated at
least one common goal among the
three most important goals stated by
each marriage partner. Because
spouses were interviewed separately
they could not match their answers.
Common Goals

The goals were selected from a list
of 16 goals taken from other research on family goals. These goals
ranged from desiring better health
for family members and advancing
in one's occupation, to such specific
targets as going on a short vacation.
After analyzing the replies, the goals
most often agreed upon were: better
health for family members, keeping
debt at the lowest possible level,
being financially secure in retirement, providing education beyond
the high school level for children
and self improvement. Regardless of
the goal selected, if the spouses
agreed it was one of their top three
goals for their family, the spouses
were placed in the goal-agreement
group.
Of the 60 couples in this study, 35
percent had common goals while 63
percent did not. One couple was
unable to state their goals. Those
who agreed on goals were older
(mean age was 35 compared with a
mean age of 29 for the non-goalagreement group) and indicated
better financial management practices (as elicited from a battery of
questions). Both findings were
statistically significant.
What we have here is specific information on attributes thought to

influence post-purchase evaluation
of personally owned durable consumer goods. The most influential
characteristic in this evaluation is
the visual impact the product makes.
Next in importance is the operation
or installation features of the product, such as switches and controls.
Last is durability, or the degree to
which the product stands up to the
use it receives. We assumed that
when these attributes were rated
superior in the product, that the
owner was evaluating that product
as highly satisfactory. The one
characteristic found to differ significantly with post-purchase product
evaluation was goal-agreement between spouses. However this
characteristic was associated negatively with the post-purchase evaluation. It is possible that the sampling,
which included only urban Nebraska families, was the underlying
reason for the lack of association of
more background characteristics
with the post-purchase product
evaluation measure.
One other comment is in order on
the questions answered and raised
by this study. Price was one of the
attributes on the list of characteristics which failed to qualify as an important characteristic in post-purchase evaluation. It is possible that
price is only considered in the prepurchase attributes of product
evaluation. It may be that the before-purchase attributes differ entirely from those found to be important in post-purchase evaluation.D
FLORENCE S. WALKER is associate professor
in Education and Family Resources.
The material for this article came from
"Consumers' Commitment to Achieve Goals
Associated with Purchases of Moderate to Expensive Products," Nebraska Hatch 92-004.
The author is the leader of the research project.

TIE A KNOT ...
AND HANG ON!
By Barbara Chesser
Suffering and tragedy seem to
have contributed to the greatness of
some leaders, such as Abraham Lincoln. He gave this advice to anyone having great problems: "When
you come to the end of your rope, tie
a knot in it and hang on."
Nebraskans identified as having
made contributions to their communities were asked to share information about significant problems or
crises in their lives. The general
question was, "Why are some
people destroyed by a severe problem, while others work through it?"
The overall answer indicated that
the people who successfully handled crises are the ones who " ... tie
a knot ... and hang on."
What makes the difference? All
people have problems or crises at
some time in their lives regardless of
how well-planned and efficient they
are. Acceptance of this fact has
helped some of the Nebraskans
work successfully through their
problems. How a person feels about
a problem may also determine
whether or not it is considered a
crisis. What is felt to be a crisis by
some is hardly recognized as a
problem by others.
One Nebraskan, born in a sod
house in Kearney County, is a noted
writer now in his 70s. Ralph K. T.
Larson described how he, as an 8year-old, took his wooden gun to
join the coyote and jackrabbit roundup. Several hundred yards from the
house the gl,ln broke. Terrified, Larson ran home, imagining angry
coyotes right behind him. Larson's
fear in that incident was almost as
real to him as the fright he felt when
his family gathered in the cellar as
protection against a tornado which
left at least one person dead.
How we react to crises may vary
at different ages and according to
our understanding of the threat. Personality and attitudes, as well as past
experiences, may also influence
how we react toward events in our
lives.

Salma Hammond, a teacher who
during the depression went to Kimball County for her first job, was recently recognized for having served
for more than 40 years as a volunteer 4-H leader in that county. She
said she preferred to use the term,
"turning points." A crisis usually
represents a turning point for better
or worse, depending on how the
person handles it.
The Chinese were perhaps the first
to see the dual nature of crises.
When they write "crisis," they do it
in two characters: one means
"danger" and the other "opportunity." The opportunity aspects of the
crisis may be seen only after a person survives the initial shock and
begins to realistically assess the situation.
"Knowledge is power," according
to William I. Aitken, who practices
law in Lincoln and is a trustee of the
University of Nebraska Foundation.
He advised people to accurately and
fully learn the facts about the crisis
situation. Seeing the positive aspects
may be more possible the more one
knows about the situation. But seeing the positive aspect of a crisis
certainly doesn't mean you should
deny there is a problem when in fact
there is.
Denial is a frequent approach toward death. By acting as though
nothing has happened, we often
deny help to those grieving the death
of a loved one. Gary Anderson,
former state senator and Olympic
Gold Medal Winner, described how
he felt so alone in dealing with the
death of his mother when he was 14.
Many Nebraskans who had experienced the death of a loved one said
they appreciated people who let
them express the sorrow they felt
rather than being told to act in brave
ways or to cover up the misery they
were feeling. Anderson's experience
also pointed out that we often think
of children and young people as
being so resilient-"they're young,
they'll get over it" -that we often
(Continued on next page)
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fail to give them needed emotional
support.
Several Nebraskans described
how important friends and relatives
can be in helping them through a
crisis. Shirley Marsh, state senator,
suffered pol io at age 31. The
youngest of her five children was
only two. While Mrs. Marsh was in
isolation, her grandmother died of a
heart attack. Only a year before, her
mother had died unexpectedly. It
was campaign year for her husband.
Mrs. Marsh was in great physical
pain, and she was helpless. She had
to depend upon others to take care
of her family. She had to learn to
depend upon others for her physical
and emotional health.
General A. C. Wedemeyer, U. S.
Army (retired), experienced a different kind of crisis, but one in which
the support of friends and relatives
proved to be invaluable. Prior to
World War 1\ General Wedemeyer
was in charge of the preparation as
well as the safekeeping of the Victory Plan, a blueprint for military action in the event of war. On December 4, 1941, in the week preceding Pearl Harbor, headlines in
major newspapers across the nation
burst forth with the dramatic revelation of the Victory Plan. The FBI later
established to its satisfaction General Wedemeyer's unequivocal loyalty to the llnited States. About this
crisis, Gf
11 Wedemeyer conc1uded:'
this experience ...
gave me
sson in the distinction
..>e and true friendship
between
and an enhanced appreciation of the
very precious value of the latter."
Living fully one day at a time, as
well as being realistic about what is
possible and what is impossible to
do, was advice given by Sam Francis, former University of Nebraska
All American, pro football player,
and retired Colonel, U.S. Army.
Colonel Francis said his most
stressful crisis occurred when he was
ordered to Vietnam, leaving behind
a pregnant wife and a teenage son.
"I felt that 1 was abandoning two
people who needed my love, care,
support and guidance, for military
duty in a war 1 could not justify or
approve," he explained. The ap18

proach he took in coping with this
crisis is best expressed in the popular
entreaty:
Grant me serenity to accept the things
I cannot change,
Courage to change the things I can
and Wisdom to know the difference.

Whether a person causes the
crisis, or if it is an accident may also
influence feelings about it and how
it is handled. Problems beyond our
control may actually be easier to
cope with than those we think we
have caused, or, at least, might have
prevented. One rural Nebraskan
whose child was crippled in a farm
accident summed this up by quoting
Oscar Wilde, a famous playwright:
"Misfortunes one can endure-they
come from outside, they are accidents. But, to suffer for one's own
faults-ah!-there is the sting of
life."

Forget Past
Regardless of the cause of a crisis,
most of the Nebraskans suggested
that after you've coped with a problem the best way you know how, try
to look to the future and not to the
past. Don't waste time feeling guilty
for not having coped better than you
did.
Problems differ not only in their
severity and intensity and in whether
or not they can be classified as "accidents," but also in the way they
start. Some happen suddenly, as
when a tornado on April 20, 1974,
nearly destroyed Arcadia, Nebraska.
Other crises may build up more
slowly, such as alcoholism, disenchantment with marriage, or growing old. Several Nebraskans felt that
crises which build up over a period
of time may be the most difficult to
deal with. Also difficult to deal with
are those crises which are surrounded by shame or social stigma.
Nebraskans identified suicide, alcoholism, divorce, an illegitimate
birth, and teenagers on drugs as severe and frustrating crises to handle
because of the social disgrace associated with them.
Maurice Peterson is an agronomist
originally from Lyons, Nebraska. He
is former Director of the Experiment
Station at the University of California
at Davis and is now Dean of Ag-

riculture there. He commented that
most problems which reach crisis
proportions have many parts. Solving each facet or part of the problem
individually probably will be more
successful than trying to solve all of
them at once.
Being flexible and adaptable and
developing as many options or alternatives as possible was advice J.
McVicker Hunt gave. Dr. Hunt was
born in 1906 in Scottsbluff. His impressive teaching and writing career
in psychology includes several instances that show the importance of
looking at more than just one possible course of action. Writing down
or thinking about what you expect
from each option may also be helpful. Then you can plan some first
moves. Outlining some contingency
plans or alternatives may soften the
disappointment if the first plan of
action fails. A contingency plan also
provides something for you to do in
case the first plan fails.
Preparation for crisis was stressed
as important. Financial readiness
was mentioned, but emotional preparation was described more frequently as making the difference in
adjusting or floundering. Some
crises, of course, cannot be anticipated. Others, such as retirement,
can be. Along with preparation, several Nebraskans concluded that experience is probably the best teacher
of how to work through a crisis. One
person who has retained an optimism throughout several tragedies
in her life quipped that experience
may also be the most expensive
education.
Death seems to be the most difficult crisis people deal with. The finality of it seems to be one reason.
Loss of companionship is another
reason. A forthcoming Quarterly article will deal more fully with ways of
coping with death. However, some
of the suggestions offered by Nebraskans in this article may also be
helpful in coping with death.
One person, who described the
death of his wife as his most difficult
crisis, said that the turning point in
adjusting to the death of a loved one
or any other crisis is when you decide if you're going to "fight" or
"flee." For many individuals this decision is made only after going

through an initial stage of shock and
denial, a later stage of expressing
anger, rage, fear, and resentment,
and then a stage of depression and
he lplessness . Persons who work
through these stages may be able to
"fight," that is, to pick up the shattered pieces of their lives and go on.
The timetable is different for each
pe rson. Others, so overwhelmed,
may choose to " flee. "
For some individuals "fleeing"
behavior may serve as a temporary
crutch which gives them time to get
reorganized . In these cases f leei ng
behaviors may be helpful, but they
lose their value if they become a
permanent way of dealing with
feelings.
Nebraskans had different names
for it, but they all mentioned something which might be called " inner
strength" as being essential for coping with crises . Sam Yorty, a native
son of Loup County, (population
about 1,000), who became mayor of
Los Angeles, (population over two
million), said, "You can never be
defeated unless you inwardly accept
defeat. "
Inner strength comes from faith
and hope, according to many Nebraskans. Tom Novak, one of the
few college football players to ever
earn All-American on both offense
and defense, and accustomed to
being self-sufficient, is confined to a
wheelchair because of a fall down
basement stairs. He pointed out that
" a loving wife, kids, relatives, many
friends, doctors, and nurses .. . also
clergymen . .. and many prayers,
card s . . . letters" have given him
fa ith and hope.
Everyone, including the unreligious , mentioned some kind of
faith-faith in one' s self, faith in the
humanity of people, or faith in a
particular phi losophy of life that puts
tro ubles into perspective. Using
some of the suggestions Nebraskans
offered for handling crises may
create faith and hope. For these Nebra skans, at least, the suggestions
enabl ed them, when at the end of
their rope, to " ... tie a knot ... and
hang on. " O
BARBARA CHESSE R is assoc iate professor, department of Human Development and Fami ly .

This blowout in Hooker County is estimated to be more than 110 acres (50 hal.

Grasses Help Heal

Sandhills' Blowouts
By D.T. lewis, M.J. Malakouti,
and J. Stubbendieck
Almost anyone who has been in
the Sandhi lis of Nebraska has seen
the areas of care sand commonly
called " blowouts " (Figure 1). In
terms of the vast area of the Sandhills, these may seem insignificant.
Still , in total , they are very large in
area, and represent rangeland completely unproductive to the rancher.
To make matters worse, if left unprotected , the blowouts tend to
grow . Sand blown by the strong
northwest winds of winter and
spring covers and destroys vegetation on the surrounding rangeland,
making this land also susceptible to
further wind damage. In most years,
the surface blowouts are so unstable
that vegetation cannot gain a foothold in them.
As we now understand them ,
blowouts are caused by something
man or hi s livestock have done to
weaken the vegetation on the
rangeland until the wind can whip
up the sand from around it.
Man may be the prime cause in
the formation of the blowouts, but
he also can act as a prime mover in
getting them hea led . This can be
done by getti ng grasses and other
range vegetation to grow in them.
How can this be accomplished?
This was the purpose of a study
undertaken on 12 blowouts on the
Panhandle Experiment Range north

of Scottsbluff, Nebraska . These
blowouts were first shaped by a
bulldozer to remove the effect of
air turbulence at the surface of
the ground . The soils in them were
sampled before and after shaping.
They were then seeded in plots with
eight grasses. Two blowouts were
mulched with mature prairie hay.
Four warm season grasses were used
in this experiment. The warm season
grasses were : prairie sandreed, sand
bluestem, sand lovegrass and little
bluestem .
The cool season grasses were :
western wheatgrass, crested wheatgrass, intermediate wheatgrass and
Indian ricegrass.
The plots were seeded between
April 12 and 15 . Each plot was ferti I ized with 18 Ib/ A (20 kg/hal n itrogen as ammonium sulfate that was
added in July to supply sulfur as well
as more nitrogen to the plots.
We measured the stand density of
each grass species, the frequency of
occurrence of each species in the
stands, and the amount of sand
moved under eac h grass and under
the mulch . The results are shown in
Table 1. The sa nd density reported
for the mulch is the result of seeding
from the seeds conta i ned in t he
prairie hay.
Of the war m season grasses,
prairie sand reed attained the greatest
stand density and as a result, was t he
(Continued on next page)
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most effective in controlling movement of sand. Stand densities of sand
bluestem and the sand lovegrass
were nearly as high as that of prairie
sandreed. However, these species
were not as effective as prairie
sandreed in holding sand in place.
Little bluestem attained the least
dense stand and was least effective
in controlling sand movement.
The greatest stand densities and
least loss of sand under cool season
grasses were aUa i ned by i ntermediate and western wheatgrass.
Indian ricegrass and crested wheatgrass were more effective in keeping
the sand from being removed by
wind. No sand was lost from
mulched plots, but quite a bit accumulated on them.
The grasses that produced the
greatest stand densities were those
that, under the conditions in the
blowout, could produce a large
number of vigorous rhizomes. This
was why they could better hold the
sand in place.
There were some relationships
between soil properties and amount
of sand lost from the blowouts. The
soils there are a Valent fine sand and
contain mostly fine and very fine
sand with 5 to 8 percent clay. They
have less than 1 percent organic
matter. Soils with the greater amount
of organic matter were eroded by the
wind attesting to the ability of organic matter to bind the soil into
aggregates too large to be moved by
most winds.
Prairie sand reed and the three
wheatgrasses were relatively effective in holding sand in place, but still

=

allowed quite a bit of sand to blow
around. No sand was lost from the
mulched plots, indicating that the
presence of mulch is extremely important in stabilizing the sand in the
blowout.
Part of the solution, therefore lies
in mulching the blowouts. Still, a
mulch must be reapplied if no
grasses come in under it, and a
blowout covered with mulch still
produces nothing until desirable

Table 1. Stand density, freqency of occurrence, and amount of sand removed from the blowouts.
Stand
Grass

Density

elants/m2

Frequency of
Occurence

%

Amount of

Sand Removed

tonsiA

metric T/Ha

Warm season grasses
Prairie sandreed
Sand bluestem
Sand lovegrass
Little bluestem

20.9
17.8
18.2
12.0

Western wheatgrass
Crested wheatgrass
Intermediate wheatgrass
Indian ricegrass

18.3
12.9
22.3
10.6
0.7

56
51
54
51

205
274
289
380

(439)
(589)
(621)
(815)

56
47
51
38

228
256
226
363

(490)
(549)
(484)
(778)
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vegetation is reestablished. A combination of mulch or prairie hay, or
something like it underseeded with a
grass species such as prairie sandreed or western or i ntermed i ate
wheatgrass or a mixture of these
grasses, should heal the blowout in a
few years.
We did not study the effect of
shaping the blowout before seeding.
However, others have pretty well
established that this is an important
step in the process of revegetating
the blowout. This is because the
lowered air turbulence across a
smoothed blowout is not so effective
in moving sand as is the air that is
made turbulent crossing a rough
blowout. We recommend therefore,
that shaping and smoothing the
blowout be done before seeding and
mulching as described previously. 0

Cool season grasses

Mulch
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